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About This Game

Do you want to boost metabolism, burn some energy and check your endurance? Jumpo Joe is a puzzle-platformer that will help
you to do this.

You need to run, jump, turn on levers, overcome obstacles to open a portal and find a way-out.
Immerse yourself into a crazy adventure together with this square hothead. Running non-stop, ingenuity, strategic thinking -

these are his main features. Original chiptune sound will give you more strength and patience.
Be active, run, jump, don't stop - your activity will be rewarded with lots of achievements.

▪ Simple control
▪ 30 Levels

▪ Original soundtrack
▪ 1580 Achievements

Controls:
▪ Jumps - Left or Right mouse button, W, Space or Arrow UP

▪ Restart - R on keyboard
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This game was so annoying. Ay, yo, we heard you like achievements so we put achievements in your achievements so you can
get achievements while you get achievements.

(The game also didn't give me one of them so I have 1580\/1581 achievements). It wasn't what I expected it to be it's sort of like
geomitry dash. So sorry if I was a little rude. )=. I don't like how the game has over 1,000 achievements that don't even pop after
you forfill the required action and there's a bug with the game not restarting when you die but its level design and difficulty is on
point so for its price it is worth it.

Just wish I coulda recorded a first impressions video for this but the screen only recorded a loading screen the whole time for
whatever reason :(. Although the idea for the gameplay is nice, I had a bad time playing Jumpo Joe. First up, no controller
support (how difficult can that be?). I could only use the keyboard or the left mouse button to play. And both the mouse and the
keyboard had the same problem: about once every 5 to 10 double-jumps the second key \/ button press did not register resulting
in Jumpo Joe falling to his death. This made the game completely unplayable. Shame...
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